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Prankster Entertainment is an independent feature film production company whose aim is to make 
successful mainstream feature films with an extra dimension of depth. Our business model is in alignment 
with the evolving landscape of film distribution, envisioning profitability along with artistic quality. 

Target Audience

Baja is a road trip comedy/romance with appeal to all ages, but particularly targeted to females aged 

15-25, in both domestic and foreign markets.  It is distinguished by its inspirational, spiritual, and cultural

elements, which portray Mexico in a positive light.

Comparable Films in Genre or Budget Scale:

Chef, Road Trip, Vacation, Little Miss Sunshine, Planes Trains & Automobiles, I’ll See You in My Dreams,

Hello My Name is Doris

Logline 

Four college kids on a Mexican road trip seem 

bound for debauchery and disaster until they, 

and their trip, are unexpectedly redeemed by 

a series of magical events and miracles. An 

entertaining road movie with an uplifting, 

spiritual dimension. 

PRODUCTION DATE: APRIL 3, 2017

(click cast name below for IMDb page)

Casting:
Jake Thomas – Bryan
Chris Brochu – Todd
Michelle Deshon – Jessica 
Arrienne Mandi - Lisa/Lorena
Zoe Corraface – Carmen
Andres Londono – Jorge
Mark Margolis – Don Primo
Jose Zuniga – Luis
Kurt Fuller – Hal
Cynthia Stevenson – Josey
Jose Sefami  – Alejandro

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0858969/
www.imdb.com/name/nm2324137
www.imdb.com/name/nm4773406
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6237275
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm4811268
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2150265
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0546797
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0959242
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0298281
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0353546
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0781700
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0828906/
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BAJA STORY SYNOPSIS 

In the hinterlands of Mexico, a native shaman, DON PRIMO, makes a startling prediction – a Winnebago is 
coming to save the struggling seaside resort of Gran Cosa…  

Somewhere in the suburban US, four 21/22 year-olds struggle with their lives. JESSICA, in film school, is 
told by her ball busting instructor to return from Christmas break with an extraordinary completed movie, 
or don’t bother. LISA, Mexican-American, cares for her demanding mother, who suffers from an assortment 
of unspecified chronic maladies. Lisa prays for relief to a homemade shrine of Lorena De Los Rios, a Tex-
Mex superstar singer who died tragically. Then there’s TODD, self-styled brash adventurer, who is knocked 
for a loop when his trust fund takes a huge hit. And finally BRYAN, borderline nerdy, habitually exploited by 
his shoe store employer, and even his grandparents, who expect him to drive their luxurious RV all the way 
to Cabo, alone. 

Todd, Bryan, Lisa, and Jessica run into each other at the local IHOP and reminisce about their high school 
days, when they fashioned themselves “the New Bohemians” and imagined their lives would be different.  
Suddenly Todd comes up with an inspired idea – that they join Bryan on his drive to Cabo and have the 
time of their lives.  Nobody bites, and Todd says he was just kidding.   

But on reflection, a trip to Baja sounds appealing and fills some needs – Jessica can film migrating whales 
for her “extraordinary” movie; Lisa can take a break from her depressing mother and visit her long absent 
father, whom she learns is living in Baja; Todd can pull off an illicit south of the border scam to raise dinero; 
and sex-deprived Bryan can look forward to the prospect of exotic senoritas.   

So the gang takes off, with first stop a badass club in Ensenada. Todd looks up a contact, a brain-fried surfer 
dude, BURNOUT, who introduces them to JORGE, the slick owner of the club. Jorge is smitten with Lisa, and 
observes she has a remarkable resemblance to the deceased LORENA DE LOS RIOS, who is revered 
throughout Mexico, almost like the Virgin Mary. Jorge takes Lisa and Jessica to another club, while Todd 
takes Bryan to a bordello. Jorge attempts to impress Lisa, but is shut down by Jessica, who sizes him up as a 
boorish player. At the bordello, Bryan has an awkward encounter with a waif-like prostitute, CARMEN, 
while Todd gets smashed in the lounge. 

The next day, the boys wake up in the RV, hung over and short of memory, Jessica driving.  All are shocked 
when Carmen emerges from a bunk – a stowaway.   They have Carmen to accompany them as far as next 
town, La Paz.  On the way they stop at Muleje, where Jessica hopes to film whales, but is devastated to learn 
they aren’t due to arrive for at least two more weeks. 

In La Paz, Carmen shows Bryan, Todd and Jessica the sights, while Lisa looks up her father, LUIS, who is 
stunned and overjoyed to see his daughter.  He reveals that he’s been writing her for years, but his letters 
have been returned by Lisa’s mother.  Luis then reveals that an inheritance is passing through him to Lisa – 
an ownership interest in the island resort of Gran Cosa.  But she must go there to claim it. 

When Lisa meets the others back at the RV, Todd is beside himself – a few cases of contraband iPhones, 
which were secretly loaded onto the RV by Jorge, have disappeared, stolen by Jorge’s competitors.  Jessica 
is furious with Todd for scamming, while Todd freaks out about how he’s going to pay back Jorge.  Bryan 
worries about getting to Cabo on time, while Lisa asks to be dropped off at Gran Cosa. 

Lisa is being dropped off at a ferry when Jorge’s henchmen are spotted approaching in the distance.  The 
group puts the RV on the ferry and arrives at Gran Cosa, a run-down resort on a tiny island that has long 
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been out of favor.  Now in deep financial straits, Lisa is welcomed as a savior by the locals, with her 
resemblance to Lorena adding to her stature. 

The hotel manager, ALEJANDRO, introduces Lisa to Gran Cosa and dreams of somehow restoring its former 
glory.  Todd calls Burnout for help on the Jorge debt.  Carmen gets Bryan to loosen up a bit when they go 
swimming in a beautiful cenote (natural underground pool).  In the meantime, Jorge learns that Lisa and 
her friends have taken refuge on Gran Cosa, and comes up with a plan… 

That night, the Gran Cosa locals hold a fiesta for Lisa, and she sings a song, doing her best Lorena imitation, 
which moves the locals deeply.  Jessica breaks out her video camera, and a light bulb goes off in Todd’s 
head…  The next morning, Bryan wakes up to see the RV sailing away on the ferry, courtesy of Burnout, 
who has reclaimed it for Jorge.  “Twenty geisels, and maybe he’ll let you have it back,” says Burnout.  Bryan 
goes catatonic. 

Bryan is taken by Don Primo into the desert for a “healing.” Meanwhile, Todd uploads Jessica’s video of 
Lisa’s Lorena number.  Later, Todd gets a call from Burnout – Jorge will cut them some slack on the iPhones 
if Lisa has a date with him on his yacht.  To everyone’s surprise, Lisa agrees, hoping to convince Jorge to 
help forestall the imminent foreclosure of Gran Cosa. 

Bryan is abandoned by Don Primo in the desert and wanders, lost and thirsty.  He is found by Carmen, who 
leads him back to the cenote for a refreshing dip and amorous embrace…  On Jorge’s spectacular yacht, Lisa 
has a romantic evening and spends the night.  She is heartbroken the next morning to overhear Jorge on his 
phone speaking with another woman.  She departs suddenly on a hired skiff. 

On the way back to Gran Cosa, sitting tearfully in the skiff, Lisa is suddenly visited by a vision of Lorena.  
Lisa is thunderstruck.  Lorena advises her, “you look outside for happiness, but the light is within you, 
always.”  Back at Gran Cosa, Lisa relates her vision to Alejandro, who reports the spirit of Lorena has often 
been seen in these parts, as she died in a plane crash in the nearby Sea of Cortez. 

Todd tells the group he has a new great idea that will solve all their problems – he has gone on all the 
Lorena fan sites, reported a “sighting”, and uploaded the video of Lisa, as proof of Lorena’s return.  It has 
received thousands of hits and is catching on like wildfire, with people calling Gran Cosa from everywhere.  
With masses on their way, Lisa and company set to work on a quick makeover of the hotel. 

Jorge sees a news report on the “Lorena sighting” and heads to Gran Cosa to expose Lisa.  Luis, Lisa’s father, 
sees it too, and decides it’s time to tell her a long-held secret….  Meanwhile, Gran Cosa is deluged with free-
spending tourists.  Jorge arrives and announces to a crowd that Lisa is a fake, causing Lisa to confess her 
ruse and run off into the desert.  Jorge follows. 

In the desert, Lisa has another visit from the “spirit of Lorena,” who tells her, “See the love in yourself, and 
you will see it everywhere.” Jorge sees the vision too, and now he is thunderstruck. He has a change of 
heart, pays the hotel’s debt, gives the group back their RV, and everything else to Burnout. Meanwhile, Luis 
reveals that Lisa is actually Lorena’s step-sister. The assembled multitudes rejoice and hail Lisa as the new 
Lorena  

Bryan makes a beeline for Cabo to meet his grandparents, who are arriving the next day.  But, bad luck – 
the ferry carrying the RV to the mainland sinks.  Now what?  After another session with Don Primo, Bryan 
bravely meets his grandparents at the airport.  Using a “magic” stick, he tells them the bad news.  They 
don’t care a bit. 
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In voiceover, Jessica relates that she finally made her film, but quit film school and just sold it direct to 
cable, with Todd as her agent, as well as boyfriend.  Bryan and Carmen have become a couple, as have Jorge 
and Lisa.  At the now thriving Gran Cosa Casino, flanked by babes and wearing a white tux, Burnout lets a 
humongous bet ride on a gaming table.  End with a wide shot of a bright light shining over Gran Cosa and 
Isla Reunion. The spirit of Lorena lives on…. 




